CIRTL INCLUDES
The Challenge

• Fewer than 40% of U.S. students who enter college intending
to major in a STEM field complete a STEM degree.
• The loss is highest for students from underrepresented
groups.

The Vision

To build the foundation for a national cross-sector alliance
that will increase the learning, persistence, and completion of URG
STEM undergraduates across the entire higher education landscape, and
thereby increase their contribution to the U.S. STEM
enterprise.

• Attrition is higher still at 2-year colleges, where many URG
students first enroll in STEM.
• The National Academy of Sciences Committee on
Underrepresented Groups and the Expansion of the Science
and Engineering Workforce Pipeline made increased
undergraduate retention and completion its Priority 1
recommendation for increasing URG participation in the
STEM workforce.

The Strategy
CIRTL INCLUDES will develop STEM faculty, for all sectors
of postsecondary education, able to use and adapt evidencebased, inclusive teaching, mentoring and advising practices
that help underrepresented students succeed. The specific
Strategic Goals of CIRTL INCLUDES are

Logic Model

National Research Council (2011). Expanding underrepresented minority
participation: America’s science and technology talent at the crossroads. Washington,
D.C.: National Academies Press.

Project Design
Each Strategic Goal is organized by Action Partnerships of
alliance members who plan, develop, implement, and evaluate
actions, and National Coalitions of alliance members who will
provide system knowledge, advocacy, and frameworks for
scaling each goal up to a national impact.
Phase I
Initiate Action
SG1
Prepare all future
STEM faculty to
promote URG
undergrad success
SG2
Prepare future
two-year college
STEM faculty for
effective teaching
SG3
Prepare URG
STEM future
faculty for
effective teaching

Form Action Partnership
AAAS, ASEE, CGS, CIRTL, EE,
IBP, NRMN, WEPAN
Form National Coalition
AAAS, AAU, APLU, ASEE,
APS, CGS, PULSE, SIST

Phase 2
Organize for Impact
(Pilot Proposal)

Phase 3
Sustained Action
(INCLUDES Alliance)

Framework and synthesis of
teaching, mentoring,
advising practices

Develop, implement and
evaluate new professional
development

Strategic plan for scaling to
national impact

Advocacy to action
Scaling to broad impact
across graduate universities

Principles

Alignment

Form Action Partnership
Iowa, California, Texas
Regional Collaboratives
Form National Coalition
ASEE-TYC, ATD, ATE, CGS,
CSCC, LSMCE, NISOD, PULSE

Determine faculty pathways
Needs assessment for FF
development and onboarding

Adapt and implement of
SG1 future faculty PD and
onboarding activities

Develop national backbone
Strategic plan for scaling to
more regional collaboratives

Provide backbone for
scalability to new regional
collaboratives

Form Action Partnership
URG grad advancement
comunities / CIRTL LCs

Needs assessment and
strategic plan for URG PD
adaptation/access

Scale to broad impact
across graduate universities

Form National Coalition
AAAS, APS (Bridge Program),
ITM, MA, SREB, WEPAN

Pilot access with current
CIRTL and new professional
development

Scaling to broad impact
across URG graduate
advancement organizations

See the “Strategic Goals” section of the right sidebar for a description of each goal.

Social Innovation

Communica/on

Ra-onale

Ensure a common
understanding across
diverse organiza2ons;

Ensure open dialogue,
conﬂict resolu2on,
par2cipa2on, and
collec2ve decision
making.

Ac-on

Assessment of ac-on Assessment of process

Create common goals

Are goals common?

How were common goals
reached?

Develop and use common
agendas

Are there single agendas?

How was the agenda
created?

Agree upon strategies

Are they aligned with
goals and metrics?

How were the strategies
deﬁned and revised?

Mutually specify indicators

Are the data and
indicators common?

How were the metrics
deﬁned?

Deﬁne communica2on
principles

Are there agreed upon
principles?

How were the principles
created?

Agree upon common
mechanisms
Deliberate info and data
sharing

Impact

Partners can move
forward rapidly with
aligned goals,
strategies, and
metrics.

Partners implement
mechanisms and
How were the
Are the mechanisms communica2on mechanisms deliberately share
consistent with principles?
informa2on, leading
created?
to a common
Is there deliberate data
How was deliberate data
knowledge base.
sharing, with ac2ve
review?

sharing developed?

Collec/ve
Decisions

Collec2ve decision
Create, agree upon and
Partners reach
Does the decision process
How was the decision
making supports mutual implement an explicit process support open dialogue,
collec2ve decisions,
making process created,
par2cipa2on, and
have broad
trust, buy-in and
for reaching decisions,
revised, and agreed upon?
belonging?
par2cipa2on
commitment to mission.
including conﬂicts.

Con/nuous
improvement

Programs improved
Improvement cycles
Do cycles reﬂect strategies
through inten2onal
Create explicit improvement
How were cycles of
implemented,
and are based on data
improvement
developed?
reﬂec2on and deliberate
cycles
advance projects on
outcomes?
explora2on of data
outcomes of metrics.

